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Many worlds in one
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A generic prediction of inflation is that the thermalized region we inhabit is spatially infinite. Thus, it
contains an infinite number of regions of the same size as our observable universe, which we shall denote as
O regions. We argue that the number of possible histories which may take place inside of anO region, from
the time of recombination up to the present time, is finite. Hence, there are an infinite number ofO regions
with identical histories up to the present, but which need not be identical in the future. Moreover, all histories
which are not forbidden by conservation laws will occur in a finite fraction of allO regions. The ensemble of
O regions is reminiscent of the ensemble of universes in the many-world picture of quantum mechanics. An
important difference, however, is that otherO regions are unquestionably real.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The presently observable spacetime region of the univ
is defined by the interior of our past light cone. It exten
back to the time of recombinationt rec beyond which the
universe is opaque to electromagnetic waves. For brevity
shall denote as ourO region the interior of this past ligh
cone from the time of recombination up to the present.
time t rec this region was nearly featureless with tiny dev
tions from homogeneity, presumably caused by quan
fluctuations during inflation. It was practically indistinguis
able from same-size regions in other parts of the univers

At later times, the small initial fluctuations were amplifie
by gravitational instability, and the properties ofO regions
began to diverge. By the time of structure formation, t
details of galaxy distribution in differentO regions varied
considerably~although statistically the regions were ve
similar!. Later on, the evolution of life and intelligence cou
be influenced by statistical and quantum fluctuations, lead
to further divergence of properties. The histories of differe
O regions are thus expected to be rather different.

It is conceivable, however, that there will be some regio
with identical histories. Whether or not this situation is to
expected depends on the relative number ofO regions and of
the possible histories. In this paper, we are going to ar
that the number of distinct histories in anO region is finite,
while the number ofO regions in the universe is infinite, an
thus there should be an infinite number of other regions w
histories identical to ours. Moreover, all histories which a
not strictly forbidden by conservation laws occur in a fin
fraction of theO regions. The argument below is far from
being a rigorous proof of these statements, but we do bel
that it makes them rather plausible.

II. THE NUMBER OF POSSIBLE HISTORIES IS FINITE

It is relatively straightforward to argue that the total num
ber of ‘‘subjective’’ histories which may take place in a give
O region is finite. For this purpose, we may consider a se
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‘‘subjects’’ consisting of what Gell-Mann and Hartle@1# have
termed IGUSes: information gathering and utilizing syste
~humans are just a particular example of IGUSes!. The num-
ber of IGUSes which will develop in anO region is finite,
since these IGUSes have to be built from finite resources
the ‘‘minds’’ of IGUSes can be modeled as discrete comp
ers, which operate much like our own brain by discrete
ings of neurons, then we may define the subjective history
theO region as the sequence of all operations performed
all of the minds contained in theO region. Since the speed o
computation is finite and the available time is finite, the nu
ber of subjective histories will also be finite.

In this section, however, we shall argue for the stron
statement that even the number of objective histories is
nite. If the universe obeyed the laws of classical phys
then the history of anO region would be completely deter
mined by the initial conditions att rec . In quantum mechan-
ics, all histories that are consistent with exact conserva
laws can occur with some probability, and in this sense
number of possibilities is greatly increased. On the ot
hand, a classical description can be made arbitrarily deta
hence the number of possible classical histories is infin
However, in quantum mechanics there is a limit to the le
of detail that can be achieved.

Modern formulations of quantum theory are given
terms of alternative, decoherent, coarse-grained historie
the system@1–3# ~for a review and further references, se
Ref. @4#!. To specify a coarse-grained history, one can pa
tion the spacetime region into cells and divide the poss
values of physical quantities into finite bins. A history
specified by indicating the appropriate bins for the avera
values of all quantities in each of the cells. A history is
semiclassical concept, and it has been argued@1,5# that the
relevant quantities for a semiclassical description are ‘‘h
drodymamic’’ variables, such as energy, momentum, a
various conserved and approximately conserved charges.
histories can be regarded as distinct if they decohere, tha
if the decoherence functional D(A,B) satisfies
©2001 The American Physical Society11-1
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JAUME GARRIGA AND ALEXANDER VILENKIN PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 043511
uD(A,B)u2,euD(A,A)D(B,B)u for any two historiesA and
B in the set of all possible histories. If this condition is sa
isfied with a sufficiently smalle!1, then a probability can
be assigned to each history in the set. The sizes of the
and of the bins for the values of the physical quantities c
not be made arbitrarily small, since otherwise the property
decoherence would be destroyed. The best one can do
obtain a maximally refined set of histories, such that furt
refinement would make interference between histories n
negligible.

For a system of a finite size observed for a finite inter
of time, the total number of cells is finite. If the possib
values of all physical quantities are bounded, then the n
ber of bins for each quantity is finite and it is clear that t
total number of distinct histories is also finite.

In the absence of gravity, the boundedness of phys
quantities usually follows from the finiteness of the energy
the system. The gravitational energy is not positive defin
and in the presence of gravity the matter energy density
get arbitrarily large when it is compensated by equally la
negative gravitational energy density. This happens, for
ample, during gravitational collapse in the interiors of bla
holes, in a recollapsing closed universe, and could happe
some extremely large quantum fluctuations. These extr
situations, however, are far removed from the low-ene
world of the human experience, and it seems reasonab
isolate them when comparing the histories of differentO
regions. One could, for example, assign all values of ph
cal quantities corresponding to over-Planckian energy d
sity of matter to a single bin. Then, histories that differ on
in spacetime regions of higher than Planckian density wo
be regarded as identical by humans~and presumably by al
other IGUSes!.1 A much lower threshold on the densit
would of course suffice, but the important point for us here
that the relevant range of variation of the physical quanti
is finite.

The identification of two histories which differ only in
regions of energy density higher than a certain cutoff
been justified by the fact that they are perceived as equa
IGUSes. This is a somewhat ‘‘subjective’’ identification
histories, in the sense described at the beginning of this
tion. An alternative line of reasoning which is complete
objective, and which indicates that the number of poss
histories is finite, is based on the so-called holograp
bounds. The original bound, conjectured by ’t Hooft@6# and
Susskind@7#, claims that the entropy in a finite region o
space satisfies

S<A/4, ~1!

1It is also possible that super-Planckian densities in cells need
be considered because they are excluded by the fundamental th
If cell sizes are large compared to the Planck length and the de
is greater than Planckian,l @1 andr.1 in Planck units, then the
corresponding Schwarzschild radiusr s;r l 3 is much greater than
the cell sizel. One could expect that regions of this kind would
hidden from external observers by event horizons.
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whereA is the area~in Planck units! of a surface surrounding
the region. This bound is related to the entropy bounds
troduced by Bekenstein@8#. As it stands, the bound~1! can-
not be true in general, since it is known to be violated
collapsing regions inside their Schwarzschild radius and
sufficiently large spherical regions of an expanding univer
Bousso@9# suggested a modification of the bound which m
be free from these limitations. The precise form of the bou
will not be important for our discussion here. We shall sim
ply assume that the entropy in a finite region cannot be
bitrarily large,

S< ln N, ~2!

where N may depend on the size of the region. SinceO
regions are finite, they should also obey the bound.

The bound~2! implies that the number of linearly inde
pendent quantum states for anO region does not exceedN.
In other words, the dimension of the corresponding Hilb
space isd<N. Thus, any complete set of projection oper
tors characterizing the configuration of the system at a
given moment of time is finite. A coarse-grained history c
be specified by giving a complete set of coarse-grained p
jection operators at discrete intervals of time. Thus, if t
number of time steps is finite, the number of coarse-grai
histories will also be finite.

Finally, let us estimate the number of possible histories
an O region using the method of cells and bins. IfNc is the
number of spacetime cells andNb is the number of relevan
bins in field space, the number of coarse-grained historiesNh
is given by

ln Nh;Ncln Nb ~3!

The spacetime volume inside of our past light cone from
time of recombination is of ordert0

4;10244tP , where t0

;1010yr is the age of the universe andtP;10244s is the
Planck time. The number of spacetime cells of sizeL is thus
given by

Nc;10244~LM P!24.

To estimate the number of bins, consider for instance a sc
field f. The equal time field commutator is@f(x),ḟ(x8)#
5 id(x2x8). Integrating overx and x8 over the volumeV
5L3 and dividing overV2 gives

@F,Ḟ#5 i /V,

whereF is the smeared field~averaged over the cell!. The
uncertainty relation following from the last equation is

~DF!~DḞ!;1/V.

If we try to specifyF with an accuracy better than 1/L, then

the uncertainty inḞ is greater than 1/L2, which means that
the variation ofF over the periodL is greater than 1/L.
Thus, a lower bound on the size of the bins which can
used to specify a semiclassical history is given by 1/L, and
the number of bins will be bounded by

Nb&fmaxL,

ot
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MANY WORLDS IN ONE PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 043511
wherefmax is an estimate of the allowed range of the fie
variable. The dependence of the number of bins onL is only
linear, and the number of historiesNh will be maximized for
the lowest possible value ofL compatible with more than
one bin. In usual particle physics modelsfmax&M P , and in
this case the number of coarse grained histories for the sc
field is bounded by

ln Nh&10244. ~4!

The range of the field could in principle be much larger th
Planckian. For instance, an exact Goldstone boson c
have an infinite range. In this case, the value offmax to be
used above is still finite. Requiring that the present aver
kinetic energy density be lower than, say, the Planck ene
density we havefmax&t0M P

2;1061M P . When substituted
in Eq. ~3!, and assuming that the minimum size of a cell
the Planck length, this would increase the exponent in
~4! by a couple of units.

The standard model allows for many observables ot
than canonical scalar fields. As mentioned above, it is
clear how many of these observables should be use
specify coarse-grained histories and to calculate the num
of bins. We may take the point of view that semiclassi
coarse-grained histories are fully specified by the aver
values of the electromagnetic field strength, the differ
baryonic and leptonic charge densities and the gravitatio
field in each cell@1#. One might also consider the local va
ues of, say, the Higgs field and of the non-Abelian gau
bosons, but nothing essential seems to be lost from the c
sical point of view if all possible values of these fields a
‘‘traced over’’ in a single bin. Therefore, the total number
relevant observables seems to be very moderate. The si
the cells which is necessary to ensure decoherence is li
to be much larger than the Planck length, so the upper bo
~4! grossly overestimates the number of decoherent histo
A more realistic estimate may perhaps be obtained by c
sidering cells of atomic sizeL;1028 cm. This would cut the
exponent in Eq.~4! down to less than 150.

III. THE NUMBER OF O REGIONS IS INFINITE

We shall now argue, in the framework of inflationary co
mology, that the number ofO regions in the universe is
infinite.

One of the striking aspects of inflation is that, generica
it never ends~for a review of inflation, see e.g. Ref.@10#!.
The evolution of the inflaton fieldf is influenced by quan-
tum fluctuations, and as a result thermalization does not
cur simultaneously in different parts of the universe. O
small scales, the fluctuations in the thermalization time g
rise to a spectrum of small density fluctuations, but on la
scales they make the universe extremely inhomogeneou
most of the models, one finds that, at any time, there
parts of the universe that are still inflating and that the to
volume of the inflating regions is growing with time@11,12#.
This picture is often referred to as ‘‘stochastic inflation’’
‘‘eternal inflation.’’

The spacetime structure of an eternally inflating unive
is illustrated in Fig. 1@13#. The vertical axis is time and th
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horizontal axis is the comoving distance in one of the spa
directions. The boundaries between inflating and thermali
regions play the role of the big bang for the correspond
thermalized regions. In the figure, these boundaries bec
nearly vertical at late times, so that it appears that they
come timelike. The reason is that the horizontal axis is
comovingdistance, with the expansion of the universe fa
tored out. The physical distance is obtained by multiplyi
by the expansion factora(t), which grows exponentially as
we go up the time axis. If we used the physical distance
the figure, the thermalization boundaries would ‘‘open u
and become nearly horizontal~but then it would be difficult
to fit more than one thermalized region in the figure!.

The thermalization boundaries are surfaces of cons
energy density of matter. It can be shown that they are i
nite spacelike surfaces and, with an appropriate choice
coordinates, each thermalized region is an infinite s
universe containing an infinite number of galaxies. The
infinite sub-universes can fit into finite comoving regions
the universe due to the exponential expansion of the
rounding inflating regions.

The spacetime structure of a thermalized region near
thermalization boundary is illustrated in Fig. 2. The therm
ization is followed by hot radiation era and then by a mat
dominated era during which luminous galaxies are form
and civilizations flourish. All stars eventually die, and the
malized regions become dark, cold, and probably not s
able for life. Hence, observers are to be found within a la
of finite ~temporal! width along the thermalization bound
aries in Fig. 1. The tips of the light cones of theO regions lie
within that layer. SinceO regions have a finite size, it is
easily seen that the number of non-overlappingO regions in
each thermalized region is infinite.

Do histories unfolding in differentO regions do so simul-
taneously, or do they belong to different epochs? The ans

FIG. 1. A numerical simulation of the spacetime structure of
inflating universe@13#. The simulation corresponds to a double-we
inflaton potential, with two degenerate minima where the infla
takes the values6h. Inflating regions are white, while thermalize
regions with inflaton values equal to1h and2h are shown with
different shades of gray.
1-3
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JAUME GARRIGA AND ALEXANDER VILENKIN PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 043511
to this depends on one’s choice of the time coordinate.
time coordinate in Fig. 1 is the proper time along the wor
lines of a congruence of comoving observers. With t
choice, the constant time surfaces contain inflating regio
as well as thermalized regions at different stages of th
evolution, from the high-energy state at thermalization
extreme low densities and temperatures after the deat
stars. A more natural choice in the interiors of thermaliz
regions is to use the surfaces of constant energy densit
constant time surfaces.~Such surfaces are Cauchy surfac
for the corresponding thermalized regions, but not for
rest of the universe.! Then each thermalized region is d
scribed as an infinite sub-universe, with all of itsO regions
evolving simultaneously.

IV. SOME IMPLICATIONS

We have argued that~i! the number of possible historie
for anO region is finite and~ii ! the number ofO regions in
each of the thermalized regions of the universe is infin
With an appropriate choice of the time coordinate, allO
regions in a given thermalized region originate at the sa
time (t5t rec) and their histories are unfolding, so to say,
we speak.

The initial state of eachO region can be characterized b
a density matrix, and the probabilities for all possible his
ries can in principle be determined following the usual ru
of quantum mechanics.2 All histories consistent with exac
conservation laws will have non-vanishing probabilities a
will occur in an infinite number ofO regions. It follows that
there should be an infinite number ofO regions whose his-
tory is identical to ours.

2We expect the histories in differentO regions to be statistically
independent. For nearby regions, there will be some correlation
the low multipoles of the microwave sky, but such correlations c
be avoided by selecting an ensemble of well-separated regions

FIG. 2. Spacetime structure near the thermalization surface.
ter inflation, a period of radiation domination is followed by th
matter dominated era, where galaxies form and civilizations flo
ish. Represented in the figure are theO regions of two observers
who live in mutually very distant galaxies.
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This picture is reminiscent of the many-world interpret
tion of quantum mechanics@14–16#. According to this inter-
pretation, the wave function of the universe describes a m
titude of disconnected universes with all possible histori
The reality of the other universes is still a matter of cont
versy ~see, e.g., Ref.@17#!, but the issue is rather academi
since the existence of these universes cannot be tested in
direct way.

The ensemble ofO regions that we discussed in this pap
is very similar to the ensemble of universes in the ma
world picture. An important difference, however, is th
otherO regions are unquestionably real. There are infinit
many of them in our own thermalized region. No
overlapping O regions are causally disconnected, so
present we cannot get any information from otherO regions.
However, information exchange will become possible in t
future. Given enough time, we might even be able to tra
to what used to be otherO regions and to compare the
histories with ours.3

The existence ofO regions with all possible histories
some of them identical or nearly identical to ours, has so
potentially troubling implications. Whenever a thoug
crosses your mind that some terrible calamity might ha
happened, you can be assured that ithashappened in some
of theO regions. If you nearly escaped an accident, then y
were not so lucky in some of the regions with the same p
history. On a positive side, some amusing situations can
entertained where distant copies of ourselves play all sort
different roles. Some readers will be pleased to know t
there are infinitely manyO regions where Al Gore is Presi
dent and—yes—Elvis is still alive.

Consider the ensemble ofO regions containing a civiliza-
tion whose history is identical to ours up to the present ti
~call this ensembleE). In the future the paths of these civ
lizations will of course diverge, spanning all possible his
ries. Each civilization inE can be quantitatively characte
ized by a set of parameters such as its lifetime, its age at
time when it made certain technological advances, the ex
to which it colonized the galaxy, etc. One could in princip
determine the probability distribution for these parametersA
priori , one expects that our civilization is a typical represe
tative of the ensemble, with most of the parameters near
peak of the distribution. This is an extension of the ‘‘pri
ciple of mediocrity’’ @18# ~see also Refs.@19# and@20#! to the
realm of history.

We conclude with some comments on the future of ci
lizations in the ensembleE. It appears very unlikely that a
civilization can survive forever@21,22#. Even if it avoids
natural catastrophes and self-destruction, it will in the e
run out of energy. The stars will eventually die, other sour
of energy~such as tidal forces! will also come to an end, and

in
n

3We emphasize that the picture of the universe presented he
independent of the interpretation of quantum mechanics. If
many world interpretation is adopted, then there is an ensembl
eternally inflating universes, each having an infinite number ofO
regions. Our picture should apply to each of the universes in
ensemble.
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MANY WORLDS IN ONE PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 043511
our thermalized region will become cold, dark, and inhos
table to life. This argument, however, is statistical in natu
since it is based on the second law of thermodynamics.
know that entropy can decrease due to thermal fluctuati
and it is in principle possible that such fluctuations can s
tain a civilization for an arbitrarily long time. The probabilit
that a civilization will survive on this kind of ‘‘fuel’’ for a
time t is of course a sharply decreasing function oft. How-
ever, for any finitet the probability is finite, and thus a
infinite number of civilizations in our thermalized region w
live longer than any given time. Needless to say, there
little hope that we are going to be among the lucky civiliz
tions whose life will be prolonged by thermal fluctuations

If we are doomed to perish, then perhaps we could p
petuate our legacy by sending messages to new therma
regions in our future? In Ref.@23# we explored some sce
narios of this sort, where messages~tightly packed in durable
containers! could be sent into new inflating regions spawni
from our own thermalized region. A new inflating regio
within our thermalized region can be created by quant
tunneling or by virtue of strong violations of the weak e
ergy condition~see Ref.@23# and references therein!. New
civilizations arising after thermalization in the newly creat
inflating regions might then be able to read those messa
Recipients of our messages could also send messages
future, and so on. We would then become a branch in
infinite ‘‘tree’’ of civilizations, and our accumulated wisdom
would not be completely lost.

However, in view of the discussion above, it seems t
sending messages into new inflating regions is a rather
less activity. If the history where our message is received
someO region is not forbidden by the laws of physics, th
we know that it will be repeated infinitely many times
different O regions of the same thermalization surfac
Hence, any finite number of sent messages does not incr
the chance of receiving a message@24#. An infinite number
om

85
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of additional messages will come into existence by cha
through thermal or quantum fluctuations. Whatever our m
tivation for sending the message could be, it is rather po
less to do so because an infinite number of messages
received anyway.4

Note Added. After this paper was submitted, we learne
about the early work by Ellis and Brundrit@25# who dis-
cussed some of the issues we raised here in the context
open Robertson-Walker universe. By assumption, such a
verse is infinite and homogeneous~on average!, and thus
contains an infinite number of galaxies. If our universe is
this kind, then Ellis and Brundrit argued that there should
some regions in the universe with histories very similar
that in our region. Our analysis here goes beyond tha
Ellis and Brundrit in two respects:~i! the infinite number of
O regions in our picture is a generic consequence of inflat
and does not have to be independently postulated, and~ii ! we
argued that the number of distinct histories is finite, whi
allowed us to conclude that there should be regions w
historiesidentical to ours.
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4Of course, not only the message representing our would
legacy will be spontaneously created. Nonsensical messages
also be created at a much higher rate@24# ~perchance resembling—
alas—copies of the present paper. IGUSes beware!.
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